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HELEN’S FOOLISHNESS, NOT TO BE 
CAST DOWN BY MISFORTUNE:

E L E N  says, “ O let’ s be gay, 
Spite o f threatened sorrow / ’ ’ 

Helen makes a smile to-day, 
Slay a tear to-morrow. 

says, 1 ‘ a laugh is best / ’ }
Sips the foam , and spills the rest
Helen

Helen is a foolish maid,—  
Though her road is hilly, 

Helen never is dismayed;
Foolish,— yes, and silly 

Spite o f all that I  can do — 
Helen, make me foolish, too /



THE GARDEN OF FORGETFULNESS:

?HEN my Love looked from her Window, I 
cried to her,—  “ Come! my Garden is 
“ planted for Thee —  Its Borders ache for the 
“ Brushing of thy Garments: for Thee the 

“ Carnations flame, and the Lamps of the Tiger-Lilies are 
“ hung and alight!

“ In the Spring, I turned the cold Earth over into the 
“ Sun, and it became tender with new Life: all my Garden 
“ grew luminous with young Green: Birds mated and built 
“ their Nests in my Garden Trees radiant with Blossoming. 
“ The Seasons ripened into Summer: Roses gave of their 
“ Delights, and Bees made the Borders resonant with their 
“ Humming!

“ And now —  the Branches are heavy with Fruit and the 
“ Roses have left their Corals for thy Stringing — the ^  
“ Year is passing! And neither the Sun has*warmed Thee, 
“ nor all the Spectacle of Transformation taught Thee: 
“ my E den is without an Eve: and see, —  in self-abne- 
“  gat ion, I play the Woman s Part, and offer Thee the
“ A p p le!”

Then my Love leaned forth across the Sill, and took the 
Fruit, and tasted it and said that it was Good: and —
“  Have you more of These?" and— “ I f  I  come, w ill 
“ you still talk to me in the Manner o f T he Song of 
“  Songs and o f Daphnis and Chloe ? A?id do you 
“  promise me that, should I  come, there shall be no Talk 
“ o f Decadence, or of the T rue Impressionism? —  For 
“  la m  done with Art and the Analytical, and would eat 
“  my L ife  like an Apple !  ”

She had the Voice of the tense singing Viol, and I made 
Vows of Renunciation. “ C om e!” I cried “ Pallas 
“ and the Queen of Heaven have passed like Breath upon 
“ the Glass ! V enus alone survives, Queen of the Change
f u l  Heart of M an! Iam  thy Paris and the Golden 
“ Apple is heavy in my H and!”



a n d  t h e  f l o w e r s  o f  .

She came down from Garland to Garland through the 
Thick of the Honeysuckle and into my Arms, with the 
Blossoms and the Scent in her Hair. Hand in Hand we 
walked the Paths: we measured the Limits of the Garden’s 
Fastnesses. Then I cried:— “ What Limit is there, save 
“ that of the visible World? For here are all the Ends of 
“ the Earth gathered for thy Garlanding ! Away ! —  to 
“  Naishapur For here are Omar’s Roses !”  “ Blossoms 
“  seeded in a fa ir  Kindergarten fo r Pessimists,”  she mur
mured: “ To Spain, to the Gardens of Lindaraxa, and 
“ the Roses of Castile !’ ’ “ Soap and Roses,”  she sang.

“ Winged Vision, speed to Greece, for these are Bluetts 
* ‘ for thick Chaplets ! ’ ’ “  Nay, not fo r  Greek Tresses:
“ — fo r  Melbury Road and Alma T adema !”  “ Here’s
“ Jasmine from Tuscan Walls ! ’ ’ “A h , smiling Memory of
“ the smiling Wome?i o f Leon ado ! ”

Crowned like Garden Gods, we leaned across the Lilies 
to the Mirror of the Fountain: her Laughter mingled our 
Faces in the Pool:— a butterfly Fear fluttered our Hearts.



A MTSTRRT IN  SLT PARK:

S
' HAD followed up the bed of the path that curved 

to right and left, twisting through the bushes, 
and debouched upon the source of the outlet I 
had been exploring— a little glade in the forest, 

lying secluded and quiet, iike a yellow lake. It had a 
mysterious and suggestive look as I drew near, as if it 
were the secret trysting place of spirits that had only just 
made their escape. Surely something must have happened 
not long since on the sloping floor of sun-scorched grass 
and among the ferns, still gossipping in whispers. The 
bushes at the far end seemed to have scarcely ceased 
rustling with the passage of the refugees, and in the open, the 
stillness was suspicious; the forest seemed holding its breath.

The glade was locked in by concentric rings of trees, 
painted in every shade of green. Beyond the brakes the 
young hazels defined the margent of the clear ground, and 
over these leaned the oaks and bays, looking curiously in 
at the patch of sunshine, while behind them stood a few 
tall dignified redwoods and firs gazing down over the
shoulders of the rest.

I entered the little park like an intruder, stepping softly 
in some unexplainable embarassment. The sun was high 
over my shoulder, filling the clearing with a noonday 
shimmer, but over against me was a little room of shade 
under an oak. To this I turned, and as I approached, the 
leaves of the bushes swayed and waved to attract my atten
tion and beckon me on.

And lo, beneath the oak was a little arbour woven out of
the rose bushes, and plaited with fragrant vines, still warm 
with the odour of a past presence. And upon the matted 
grass, —  an oak wreath, jewelled with wild berries!

I ran across the glade and up the path, issuing from the 
end toward the ridge, but alas, I had come too late!
I hurried up through the dwarfed gray wood, over the 
tangled roots and through the crackling leaves, but when I 
reached the divide, and my eye jumped to the open hill
side,—  its slopes were vacant «*_



THE ARGOT HAMLET; ADVANCE SHEET

A C T  I.
Scene I. Elfinore. A Platform before the Caftle. FR A N 

C IS C O  on Deck. Turns up to him BERNARDO . 
BERN. Ah. there!
FRAN. Ah, get onto thyfelf. Hold up, & put me on.
BERN. Bully for His Jags!
FRAN. Bernardo?
BERN. That as what!
FRAN. Thou *rt dead on time.
BERN. T  is twelve. O , fneak, Francifco
FRAN. Thanks. It is devilifh cold. I 'm  rattled dead.
BERN. Is everything O . K.?
FRAN. Sure!
BERN. Well, fo long!

If thou fhouldft ftrike my pals, tell them to get a move on.
FRAN. I think I hear them.—  Ha, there! Say, hold on!

H O R A T IO  &  M ARCELLUS turn up.
H O R. We *re in the gang.
M A RC . & folid with the Dane.
FRAN. So long!
M ARC. Ta ta, old man. Say, who ’s on deck?
FRAN. Bernardo lets me out. Be good to thyfelf. [Slopes. 
M A RC . Well, has the fpook fhown up?
BERN. Not that I know.
M A RC . Horatio claims that we are way off, & takes 

N o ftock in this ghoft act that we feen twid,
So I got him to come & help hold down 
The platform, fo that if the fpook fhows up,
He *11 hack us up, 6  brace it.

H O R. Rats. It will fhow up nit.
BERN. Sit down; we *11 give

The ftraight tip on this fake, new two nights feen.
H O R. Shoot off thy mouth, Bernardo.
BERN. Juft laft night.

About this time, fay I a.m.-------

S P O O K  jhows up.
M ARC. Cheefe it! Shut up! —  Get onio i? again!
BERN. T  is the dead picture of the late His N ib s!.
M A RC . Thou haft a great head; brace it now, Horatio.
H O R . That ’s what. This phafes me, thou bettft thy life.
BERN. T  would chin.
M ARC. I prithee pump him now, Horatio.



A S S A V T  A LA  L A N C V E  : TO VC H ST O N E 'S  SCHOOL OF FENCE



THE STORY OF DREAM BUTTER:

FE W  years since, when every tale had its 
moral, and one could tell from the beginning 
of a story how it might end, there lived two 
brothers;— and as Polo, the elder, was rich and 
while Mi mi had a nimble wit and a slim 

purse, you need not be astonished at what happened.
The residence of Polo was acknowledged to be the finest 

in town. The grounds had been laid out with perfect taste, 
offering a charming setting for the beautiful villa, designed 
by the court architect himself. The purity of the original 
scheme of treatment, however, had been adulterated by the 
present owner, who was wont to exhibit his attempts at 
improvement with a semicircular wave of the arm. “  Notice 
that bracket,’ ’ he would say, “ the ornaments on the col- 
yum, this interesting piece of scroll-sowing, and those 
turned finials, resembling chess-men;— my own ideas, sir!
I am going over the place foot by foot, gradually enriching 
the decoration.”

Within doors there was more astounding evidence of 
his greed for detail, in the ruck and welter of the furnishings. 
The interior was stocked with the paraphernalia of fash
ion; walls, halls, and chambers were crammed with curios, 
like a fair at Nijni Novgorod.

Beside the villa sat the simple cottage owned by Mimi,—  
a gem in its way, tiny and circumspect,— the abode of a 
man of refinement, one could see that in a wink, even if the 
owner was not discovered upon his wee lawn watering the 
Marie Louise roses from a Chianti bottle. He was not a 
man to wear ginger-coloured underwear, was Mimi; he was 
au fa it  in scarf and cigar, gracing his few luxuries 
with appreciation. He had the Gladiator (small size) in 
his study, and a few really good chairs; an etching or two,—  
reminders of five butterless mouths— but he was not 
ashamed of dignified wall-spaces in his house, knowing the 
permanent satisfaction of pure colour.

To Polo, such an interior seemed meagre. “  When

dull-minded,



A  FABLE OF APPRECIATION:

Art is so cheap,”  he often preached, “  there is really no 
excuse for such bare walls-*— the high standard to which 
lithography and half-tone has been brought, brings the 
possibility of luxuries hitherto inaccessible to the masses.”  
He even went as far as to offer some of the discarded finery 
that lumbered his own garret, but every such generosity 
was refused by Mimi with a small smile.

A t Polo’s villa, then, there appeared one morning, a 
pedlar desiring an interview with the owner— and as Polo 
had the curiosity, as well as the democratic theories of 
most self-made men, the favour was readily granted and the 
bagman introduced.

“  I have here,” the comer began glibly, a sample package 
of the most remarkable discovery of modern science; and, 
having heard talk of your enterprise and means, I have 
called to offer it to you for sale. I shall give you the 
opportunity of testing the virtues of this unique compound, 
and then if you care to invest, you may have the last 
pound tin for a thousand dollars.”

‘4 Your goods must indeed be valuable!”  exclaimed 
Polo. “ I cannot imagine what powers the material can 
possess to command anything like such a price.”  The 
pedlar cleared his throat, and resting one hand easily upon 
his hip, recited the following words:

“  Dream Butter is a new medium by which the user may 
express in colour and form, directly and constructively, 
any thought he desires to make tangible. The inventor 
of this vehicle, and who alone possesses the recipe, spent 
many years in experiments with the torsions in 4th-dimen- 
sional aether waves, and only after many failures discovered 
a process through which, with the aid of this material, a 
direct reflection of any mental image may be projected into 
space as clearly as by a mirror.”

“ By what I can recall of Philosophy and the Natural 
Sciences, ’ ’ replied Polo, ‘ ‘ the possibility of such interchange



THE OBJECTIVITY OF IDEALS:

of subjective and objective states is incompatible with our 
space-conceptions. ’ ’

“ An old fashioned theory/’ the pedlar asserted, “ I can 
refute it by a single experiment. Kindly place your hand 
upon this box and describe accurately and in detail any 
object you would like to materialize.”

“  This fooling outrages dignity,”  said Polo, stiffly, t( but 
if the trick is likely to prove amusing, I will comply— let 
It be a knife, then.”

” I must repeat that it is absolutely necessary that the 
model shall be definitely conceived,”  the pedlar insisted—  
11 if it is to be built up before us. The process is similar 
to drawing or modelling, and though you need not construct 
organically, yet the appearance of objects formed from 
Dream Butter, is absolutely dependent upon your powers 
of imagination, and any vagueness of thought will result in 
a corresponding uncertainty of form in the reflection.”

Thus admonished, Polo opened the box and discovered 
a yellowish quivering jelly shot with fluorescent lights. As 
he set his mind to the game, this assumed gradually the 
outlines of a pocket knife, and as he amended the first idea 
with more specific thoughts of colour and proportion, the 
knife grew more perfect in appearance, as a sketch might 
evolve under the considerate touches of an artist, till at last 
he had the satisfaction of proving the reality of the tool, 
by cutting a large V-notch in the edge of the table.

Wonderful as was this result, Polo was still for a while 
incredulous, and attempted to disprove the evidence of his 
senses, by alleged batteries concealed in the pedlar’s 
sleeves, and by claims of “  hyptonism.” A  few more 
essays, however, captured his credulity, for though the 
creations were at first crude in shape and finish, yet the 
Dream Butter lent itself readily to manipulation, so that 
by a series of progressive approximations, erasures and 
corrections, the desired article was at length produced in 
a very fair state of resemblance to its prototype.



AS ACCOMPLISHED BP  C3N5OrsH27:

The Dream Butter was purchased, the pedlar disappeared, 
and Polo embarked upon the maddest tours of the imagi
nation, discovering possibilities in his prize very flattering 
to his pride. He had been warned by the pedlar that the 
material v/as perishable, deteriorating in a single day, but 
as he had till sunset to perfect his plans, he abandoned 
himself to the dreams of future prosperity. The simplest 
way to profit by his purchase was obviously to manufacture 
money piece by piece, until he should weary of the mint; 
and so uncovering the tin, he set his imagination to work. 
But alas, his last dollar had been spent in satisfying the 
exorbitant demands of the pedlar and with nothing con
crete at hand with which to prompt his memory, the specie 
he was able to produce was a sorry enough imitation 
of the coin of the realm. As the failure of his fiat became 
evident, his moral sensibility awoke and he abandoned the 
counterfesance with horror. His noonday meal was excited 
by culinary experiments with the Dream Butter, but 
though one viand after another appeared hot and smoking, 
Or cool and frappZ, the odour was usually insipid and its 
taste nauseating, for Polo was gourmand rather than 
gourmet.

He arose from lunch dissatisfied, and resolved to fritter 
away no more time on such trifles, but proceed at once to 
an undertaking that would ensure a good interest on his 
investment. A  house was the first thing, he thought, for 
the property of which he had been so proud now seemed 
inadequate to his ambitions;— surely, with such facilities, 
he might, in an hour or so, eclipse even the palaces of the 
capital, and, after this bagatelle was complete, he would 
attack greater problems.

The Dream Butter possessed destructive powers equal to 
those creative, and the villa was soon erased; piazza, porch, 
and peristyle going out with a puff, and then Polo flung 
himself into the endeavor to surpass its glories. He had a 
general ideajof the desired building, as a castlette somewhat



THE SCHOOL OF IMAGINATION:

in the style of Louis X X V II; but he felt secure in being 
able to adapt his fancy to the possibilities as they should be 
revealed, and secure a pleasing variety in the edifice by the 
inspiration of the moment. He was, after all, most par
ticular in regard to the north-west corner giving on the drive, 
and he got well along with that before the rest of the place 
was more than roughly blocked in, puttering with kitty- 
mouldings and eolumnettes with an odd zeal. Yet, try as 
he could, the thing looked wrong— it was less a house than 
a mass of lines. The walls rested upon the ground, and 
the roof upon the walls, it is true, but the members were 
not related; the whole, if indeed it could be regarded as a 
whole, had an uneasy appearance, as if about to explode.

Polo walked inside the shell, .and concocted entrails to 
the frame. He stretched floors across from wall to wall; he 
snapped his fingers, and partitions arose. These he perfo
rated freely with doors, and the exterior walls he punctured 
with windows, extremely ill-considered from the outside.

But his mind hung on the decorative problem, and he 
itched to prove his taste and discrimination in those minutiae 
that stamp the genteel home. He held an indistinct idea 
of the look of the room that would please him —  no inch 
unfilled with elaboration —  sumptuous hangings, padded 
carpets —  bronze and onyx luxuriance blocking every avenue 
of vision; yet, when the moment of attempt came, he felt 
a surprising paucity of invention. He had dwelt among 
these things since childhood, yet of the prolixity of his past 
elegance, nothing had left a stain upon his memory but 
one Dresden-china “ F lirt ”  that had lost her head through 
a misadventure with his terrier.

The furniture of his new abode, too, proved as disap
pointing. His mind refused persistently to describe anything 
more stylish than the absurdly simple Shearaton frames he 
had despised in the parlours of brother Mimi, and the 
attempts to complicate them shocked him. Even the pictures 
that had been the glory of the villa eluded his imagination. 
He did fairly well with the frames — the wires he remembered,



■ HE WHOLE ART OF SEEING.

and he was pleased to recall the exact shape and location 
of the screw-eyes in the back; but, except vague suggestions 
of “ subjects,’ ’ the paintings came to him only as blurs 
that had clothed with colour the indecent nakedness of his 
parlour walls.

The day grew old, and Polo fell into a nervous panic.. 
The realization of his incapacity stunned him; he despaired 
of accomplishment, and, at last, abandoning the enterprise, 
wretched and despairing, he jumped from the botch he had 
erected, banged at his brother’s door, and poured out the 
story of his fiasco.

; “ I have long suspected the existence of a medium 
| possessing the properties of Dream Butter,”  said Mimi, after 
j  the tale was told, “  I have indeed made experiments 

myself along the same lines, so I am not unprepared to use 
the material intelligently. Poverty, moreover, has taught 
me discrimination in my desires, and I can lay my finger 

: on my next want at a moment’s notice. There is but an
hour left in which to make use of your Dream Butter, yet 

; my day-dreams have so benefited my imagination that I 
j feel certain of success. Come —  I will take the risk of 
; purchasing your lot and the Dream Butter that remains; I 
j have only this little house to offer, but I feel sure that associa

tion with its simple beauties will, in time, breed in your 
surfeited mind a sense of the Relative Importance of 
Things. It was hardly necessary, my dear Polo, for you to 
have destroyed the whole villa to remedy the insults you 
have given the chaste and appropriate design of the 
architect, but I have so long enjoyed the beauties of your 
residence, masked as they were, that I shall have no trouble 
in restoring its pristine charm, and I rejoice that it is to 
have at last an appreciative owner. ’ ’

And that is why on the morrow, the smoke of Mimi’s 
Intimidad floated around the restored and chastened walls 
of the villa, and the scarlet carpet-slippers of brother Polo 
dented the patch of lawn in front of the cottage.



M any People seem to Think 

P laster o’* P a ris good to D rin k:

Though conducive unto Q u iet 

I  p refer  another D ie t !


